
Alien Space Inu 
What is Alien Space Inu? 

Defines it self as a virtual reality Platform, Powered by the 

Binance Smart chain (BeP20) block chain that allows users to 

in this virtual world. users purchase plots of land that they 

can later navigate, build upon and monetize. 

Alien space Inu is the latest community focused foken to 

lunch the network. our team is assembled from some of the 

most experienced individuals Defi and we want nothing. more 

than to make Alien Space in the next big thing white paper 3 

High definition multiplayer game with a play to earn and burn 

feature on its way. 
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Phase 1  
 Information  

 

Alienspeaceinu token is based on web3. A White paper should 

be treated as an important document for potential investors 

so they can gain knowledge and understanding of the purpose 

and technology behind a project, it allows the issuing body to 

consicely inform potential clients of their philosophy and any 

technical aspects of the project key to the client needs. White 

paper is approved by technicians in this industry. 
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Phase 2  
Fashions 

 

The Alienspeaceinu team is currently negotiating with a 

clothing manufacturer to produce a line of apparel featuring 

the various alien faces . 
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Phase 3  

Metaverse 

 
The team is also exploring the future in terms of working 

with space agencies to create an authentic out of world ex-

perience through platforms such as VR.  
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Phase 4  

NFT 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are interested in meme 

coins this project is going to 

the moon and beyond, making 

it a unique and exciting project 

for investors In the not too distant future, the avatar gallery 

will be available to buy and be 

added directly to your wallet. 
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Phase 5  

Game 
 

 

In alienspeaceinu game players compete in space and it's a 

face to face battle. 

Players can purchase their avatars and upgrade their aliens 

with new skills and powers. 

At the beginning of each battle the warrior using skill based 

matchmaking competes with an enemy of the same level. 

Each player stakes the same amount of tokens and the player 

who wins the battle claims the token with 5% of the pot going 

to the project team. 
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Chart 
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Social media 

https://Youtube.com/channel/UCbgxtOYeCD7L99LWcEi9vlw 

https://www.instagram.com/alienspaceinu 

https://t.me/alienspaceinu 

https://alienspaceinu.com 

https://twitter.com/alienspaceinu 

Thank You for your support. 

Please follow us on Social networks. 

https://facebook.com/alienspaceinu 

https://youtube.com/channel/UCbgxtOYeCD7L99LWcEi9vlw
https://www.instagram.com/alienspaceinu
https://t.me/alienspaceinu
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https://twitter.com/alienspaceinu
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Disclaimer 

 
 

Alien space inu coin (ASN) and the information provided in this whitepaper do not 

constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or any other type of  

financial advice, and you should not consider the content of the website as such. 

At no time does the alien space inu team recommend  that you buy cryptocurren-

cies, sell or hold them. Do your own research and consult your financial advisor 

before making any investment decisions. By purchasing alien space inu coin (ASN), 

you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to 

hold the team harmless and not responsible for any losses or tax  charges you 

may incur. You also agree that the Team is offering the Token under no  obligation 

to provide support or services. You should not have any expectations of alien 

space inu (ASN) and it's team. alien space inu is a community-driven Play-to-earn 

game token. Make sure you comply with your local laws and requlations before 

making any purchase. 

Please note that investing in cryptocurrencies always involves risks. You trade at 

your own risk, Token is not a registered broker, analyst or investment advisor. 

Everything we offer on this website, Is intended for entertainment purposes only, 

All information contained should be independently verified and confirmed. 

We assume no liability for any loss or damage of any kind incurred in reliance on 

this information or services. Please be aware of the risks associated with trading 

on a financial  market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. If you 

have any doubts, you should. Consult a qualified financial advisor before making 

any investment decision.  

Thank you. 

official@alienspaceinu.com 
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